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Introductions

u Rex Brynen
u Professor, Department of Political Science, McGill University

u Middle East politics

u peace and humanitarian operations

u serious gaming

u former member Policy Staff, GAC; analyst, Privy Council Office/IAS, 
consultant to World Bank, UN agencies, others

u senior editor, PAXsims (http://www.paxsims.org)

http://www.paxsims.org/
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What you will learn…

u Understanding of how serious games can be used for capacity-
building (knowledge transfer, team-building, communications, 
procedures, coordination).

u Understanding of how serious games can be used for policy analysis 
(including contingency planning, forecasting, stakeholder 
assessment, identification of key variables, policy innovation).

u Familiarity and basic skills in seminar game design and facilitation.

u Familiarity and basic skills in matrix game design and facilitation.

u Familiarity with other gaming techniques.

u Understanding of best practices in serious game design, facilitation, 
and follow-up.

Introductions

u class introductions

u Who are you? What do you do all day?

u what is your interest in serious gaming? What do you hope to learn from 
this course?
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Agenda
Thursday, November 22
0900-0915 • Introductions and agenda
0915-1015 • A short history of serious gaming

• Capacity-building (knowledge transfer, team-building, 
communications, procedures, coordination)

• Policy-building (contingency planning, forecasting, stakeholder 
consultation, identification of key variables, policy innovation)

• Case studies
• Caveats: the uses and abuses of “gamification”

1015-1030 Coffee break
1030-1200 • Key concepts, techniques, and approaches

o Setting objectives
o Resources, infrastructure, opportunities, constraints
o Approaches

§ Digital vs manual games
§ rigid vs open games

o Scenario and roles
o Models, rules, and procedures
o Players
o Game control,  facilitation, and data collection
o Prebriefing and debriefing
o Analysis

1200-1300 Lunch
1300-1430 • Key concepts, techniques, and approaches (continued)

• Seminar and matrix gaming
o Matrix game: A Reckoning of Vultures

1430-1445 Coffee break
1445-1545 • Seminar and matrix gaming (continued)
1545-1600 • Game lab assignments
1800- Optional evening of gaming at The Loft (14 Waller Street) RSVP

Friday, November 23
0900-1030 • Advanced gaming techniques

o interactive narrative gaming
• Gaming pathologies
• Digital resources
• Materials and graphics

1030-1045 Coffee break
1045-1200 • Game lab working groups
1200-1300 Lunch
1300-1430 • Game lab presentations and discussion

• Gaming questions
1430-1445 Coffee break
1445-1600 • Ethical issues in game design and facilitation

• Roundtable discussion and conclusions

Thomas Schelling
• Nobel Prize (Economics) for work on game 

theory.
• Pioneer of POL-MIL gaming at RAND.

One thing a person cannot do, no 
matter how rigorous his analysis or 
heroic his imagination, is to draw up a 
list of things that would never occur to 
him.

Carl von Clausewitz
• Prussian military theorist.
• Author of On War.

...in the whole range of human 
activities, war most closely resembles 
a game of cards.
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1942. An Allied convoy sails 
across the North Sea, 
bringing vital supplies to 
Britain.

Somewhere in the darkness, 
a German submarine is 
waiting.Suddenly, two freighters are torpedoed! 

Where should the convoy 
escorts go to find the 
submarine?

It could attack from any 
direction.

Escort

Escort

Escort

Escort

Western Approaches Tactical Unit
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A short history of 
serious gaming

u physical games of war
u polo (chovgan)

u medieval jousting

u intellectual games of war
u chess and similar

u kriegsspiel

u the first true “conflict 
simulation” (1812, 1824-)

u Georg Leopold von 
Reiswitz and Georg 
Heinrich Rudolf von 
Reiswitz

Modern 
wargaming
u WWI, WWII, and the nuclear age

u wargaming and professional 
military education

u cheaper than the real thing

u practicing against an 
adaptive and innovative foe

u wargaming and military 
planning

u wargaming and analysis

u pol-mil wargaming

u computers and the digital 
revolution

u computation power

u display and interface
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In order to “effectively pursue an 
innovative… strategy avoid operational and 
technological surprise, and make the best of 
limited resources, we need to reinvigorate, 
institutionalize, and systematize 
wargaming...”

Modern 
wargaming

“wargaming proved to be a useful tool for 
improving our understanding of complex, 
uncertain environments and the changing 
character of warfare. When done right, 
wargames spur innovation and provide a 
mechanism for addressing emerging 
challenges, exploiting new technologies, 
amd shaping the future security 
environment.”

Other applications

u business wargaming

u course of action analysis

u crisis response

u scenario analysis

u cybersecurity
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Other 
applications

u medicine

u emergency 
management

u problem 
identification

u stress-testing plansd
and capabilities

u networking and 
communications

Capacity-building 

u research on educational games suggests:

u moderately positive effect on learning (compared to conventional 
methods), but considerable variability

u much depends on simulation design and implementation

u a poor simulation implemented well may have superior learning 
outcomes over a good simulation implemented poorly

u simulations do not teach themselves
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Capacity-building 

u Game immersion/role-playing generates more effective learning 
than “role thinking” (Green and Armstrong 2011).

u Game design can generate more effective and structured learning 
than game play (Druckman and Ebner 2007).

u Games can reshape classroom dynamics in positive ways: ice-
breaking; team-building; cross-training; and simply to provide a 
break from the monotony of readings and lectures.

Capacity-building 

u simulations can:*

u act as intellectual cross-training

u promote team-building and networking

u motivate and engage 

u offer insight into issues of process, coordination, interaction that lectures 
convey poorly

u offer insight and empathy into the perspectives and behaviour of others

u Kesten Green, “Forecasting in conflict situations” (2002)

*depending on design and implementation
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The Statecraft 
debate
u Digital/browser-based fictional 

international relations simulation.

u Carvalho (2014) reported very 
limited outcomes, based on self-
reported learning.

u Game designer Keller (2014) 
rebutted, criticizing integration 
and implementation. 

u Saiya (2017) finds more positive 
outcomes, concludes “context 
and curriculum matter as much as 
the simulation itself.”

Policy analysis 

u policy simulations can be one tool* in policy development
u crowd-sourcing ideas

u stakeholder consultation
u fostering innovation

u analysis, forecasting, and contingency planning**
u exploring “what-ifs?

u generating “what-ifs?”
u think about second and third-order effects

u intellectual kick-start
u cheaper than policy errors (and no one gets hurt)

*but must be used in conjunction with other tools and techniques
**methodology matters!
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Case studies
teaching students about complex peace and humanitarian operations

u quick and simple classroom games

u board and computer games

u complex, major role-play games

Case studies
teaching students about complex peace and humanitarian operations
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Case studies
teaching practitioners 
about mass atrocity 
prevention

u exploring the logic of 
atrocity

u operating in complex 
political environments

u brainstorming local 
and international 
responses

Case studies
support for peace negotiations

u development of negotiating language

u developing and stress-testing technical 
arrangements

u exploring implementation challenges
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Case studies
developing crisis response and contingency plans

u competitive teams asked to develop responses to:

u major cutbacks to UN humanitarian programmes

u other adverse political developments (or political opportunities)

Case studies
assessing US policy and crisis stability in the Middle East

u how would greater (or lesser) US presence 
and engagement in the Middle East 
affect crisis stability?
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case studies
Canada and diplomatic challenges in the South China Sea

u Can a game offer insight into the 
diplomatic challenges facing Canada in 
the South China Sea?

u Can a game be used for promoting 
critical thinking and other skills when 
training foreign service officers?

caveats

u cynics: “games are for children”
u organizational risks of game-based tools

u true believers: “gamification makes everything better”
u the case of EVOKE (World Bank)
u the case MWOGLI (Naval Post Graduate School)

u being trendy (South China Sea?)

u learning the wrong lessons

u considerations of time, cost, and practicality
u opportunity costs!

u start simple (and plagiarize)
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Questions/discussion

Key concepts, techniques and 
approaches

SERIOUS GAMES
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Setting objectives

u what are you trying to do?
u training/education

u teach who, what?

u analysis
u what is the question you want answered?

u socialization

u persuasion

u can this task be addressed effectively with a game?
u opportunity cost vs BOGSAT or other approaches

u how does the game relate to other (training or analysis) activities?

Resources and infrastructure

u How many players must the game accommodate?
u How long will you have them for?

u What budget do you have?

u How much time do you have?

u How much staff support (and experience) can you call upon?

u What space does it need to fit in/what space is available?
u How will game space affect game play? How can game space be 

used to shape game play?

u What computing or IT resources do you have/need?
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Approaches
digital and manual games

digital manual

strengths • interface, ease of use
• speed
• internal adjudication
• complexity (simulators)
• multiple users, distributed game 

play
• data collection
• looks great!

• cheap and easy to make and 
modify

• players can understand game 
models and relationships

• improved human interaction

weaknesses • development time
• development cost
• beguiling effects of virtual reality
• black-boxing
• difficult to revise/adapt

• harder to learn rules
• harder to embed feedback 

mechanisms
• ”cheap” and “old fashioned”

Approaches
rigid vs open games

u rigid (digital or manual) games are based on set 
rules/algorithms
u heavily dependent on game model

u players can only do what the game designer allows 
them to do

u easier to analyze choices made

u example: Monopoly, Call of Duty

u open games are based on human adjudication 
by knowledgeable umpires
u heavily dependent on umpire(s)
u allows for emergent game play

u example: Dungeons & Dragons, Great 
British/Canadian Bake Off
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Scenarios and roles

u level of analysis

u link the level of the game to the sorts of decisions you want players to 
make

u beware of the gods-eye view and micro-management

u zooming

u scenario

u does the scenario explore the issues you want addressed
u historical vs fictional scenarios

Models, rules, and 
procedures

u What variables does the game embody, and 
what is the causal relationship between 
them?

u What are the sorts of choices that players can 
make?

u How is this represented in the game systems 
and procedure

u All of this is especially important in rigid 
games.

u How will game processes enhance player 
engagement?
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“pathway” educational games

Mistakes and better/best 
choices should become 
evident to player during 
and after game play

“strategy” educational games

Reveal to participants how 
adversarial game strategies 
interact.
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“perspective” educational games

To aid participants in 
understanding the values, 
interests, and 
perspectives of parties to 
a conflict.

“perspective” educational games

To aid participants in 
understanding the values, 
interests, and 
perspectives of parties to 
a conflict.
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“fog and friction” educational games

Highlighting to players the 
effects of imperfect 
information, Clausewitzian
friction, two-level games.

analytical games

Impact of X may only be 
evident to analysts after 
examination of game 
data
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Players

u Who are they?

u expertise

u interests and attention-span

u seniority and hierarchy

u political and other sensitivities

u personalities

u social engineering?

u assigning players to generate game effects

u similar-role vs different-role player assignment

u the importance of promoting player immersion and engagement

Game control, facilitation, 
and data collection

u Controller/facilitator vs umpire?

u facilitation skills are important

u keeping the game on track

u smoothing over the unforeseen

u dealing with players (and their quirks)

u keeping players in the game narrative

u data collection

u written records

u observers

u recording

u questionaires
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Prebriefing and debriefing

u prebriefing players

u what do you want them to know—and not to know—in advance?

u don’t assume everyone will read ahead (regardless of the material you give them)

u how clear should their objectives be?

u debriefing players

u games do not teach themselves

u teachable moments, lessons learned
u distinguishing right from wrong lessons

u do all players know what happened? (stovepiping, silos, and blinkers)

u do you know what happened? (learning from your players)

Analysis

u How can a game design produce causal inferences?
u question generation

u what sorts of issues do we need to explore further?

u plausibility probe 
u given this set of circumstances, this sort of behavior/actions/outcomes seems 

possible

u capability assessment

u if we had X, what might we do differently?

u internal (game model) and external (generalization) validity 

u the problem of small (or single) iterations
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Questions/discussion

Seminar and matrix gaming
SERIOUS GAMES
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Seminar and matrix games
Schelling: no person, “no matter how 

rigorous his analysis or heroic his 
imagination” can “draw up a list of things 

that would never occur to him.”

Pournelle 2017

The pitfalls of 
authoritative wisdoms.

wisdom of 
crowds

u Robust evidence from research on intelligence 
analysis and prediction shows that crowds 
outperform individuals (Tetlock and Gardner 
2015, Brynen 2017), especially when some 
framework for opinion aggregation is provided.
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Seminar games

u Common one, two, or three turn games, in which participants are 
typically:

u given a scenario

u outline their response(s)

u the scenario is updated based on the actions taken

Seminar games

u The game may be one giant BOGSAT producing a consensus 
course of action (COA) or analysis

u Break-out groups/teams may produce separate COAs, which are 
then collectively adjudicated between turns

u Injects
u Turn based vs in-stride adjudication
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Drug-resistant E. Coli pandemic crisis simulation, 
G20 health ministers

Clade X pandemic simulation, 
Johns Hopkins University

“Zefra” seminar wargame, 
US Naval Postgraduate School

Gaming the Syrian civil war (Brookings) and ISIS (Atlantic Council).

• Matrix games (which, despite the name, involve no actual 
matrix) are a form of free-form narrative gaming.
• Few rules.
• Player actions limited only by real-world capabilities and plausible 

outcomes.
• Well-suited to complex, multi-sided issues.
• Generate a series of analytical discussions over priorities and policy 

alternatives; prioritization; actions; contributing and inhibiting 
factors; second and third-order effects.

• Fast and easy to play.
• Easy to design and facilitate.*

Matrix Games
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Matrix games have been used by:
• Canada

ü Security planning, Vancouver Winter Olympics
ü Support for strategic planning (DRDC)

ü United States
ü Professional military education (US Army War 

College, NDU, others)
ü Analyst training, CIA
ü DoD wargaming

ü UK
ü MoD wargaming (Dstl, Defence Academy)
ü FCO regional analysis

ü Australia
ü Analysis of multi-agency planning

ü France
ü Defence language training

Matrix Games

1. Declare an ACTION.
• This may be any action your actor might plausibly take.
• Assets on map are indicators of capability, but not everything at your disposal.

2. Describe the EFFECT of that ACTION.
3. Outline PRO arguments why the ACTION would be successful.
4. Other participants outline additional PRO and CON arguments.
5. Outcome is adjudicated.

How to Play: ACTIONS

Declare
ACTION

Describe
EFFECT

Identify
PROS and CONS

ADJUDUCATE
OUTCOME
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• Each clear and plausible PRO argument generates +1 modifier.
• Each clear and plausible CON argument generates -1 modifier.
• Modified score of 7+ (on 2d6) required for success:

• 12+ outstanding success
• 10-11 major success
• 7-9 success
• 5-6 failure
• 3-4 major failure
• 2 (or less) disastrous failure

• Why use dice?
• Outcomes are uncertain.
• Fog and friction of foreign policy (imperfect information/imperfect execution).
• Impact of exogenous factors and events.

How to Play: Adjudication (weighted probabilities)

• Crowd-sourced probabilities
• discussion, followed by “probability of 

success” estimates
• use median probability
• variation in estimates may point to issues that 

need further (post-game) discussion

• Voting
• Consensus
• Adjudicator decision

How to Play: Adjudication (other systems)
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a few more basics
u initial rules and ongoing effects

u spendable bonuses

u privileged arguments

u secret actions

u levels of protection, big projects

u negotiations, agreements, and interaction

u consequence management

ISIS CRISIS

u strategic/operational level matrix game of the counter-Daesh campaign in Iraq, 
2014-

u Daesh

u Iraq

u Kurds

u “Sunni opposition”

u US

u Iran
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High North

u 3 year turns

u 5-6 teams
u Russia (political)

u Russia (military)

u UK (+Canada)

u US

u Norway (+Scandinavia)

u China

u “the spirit of capitalism”

u spendable bonuses as cards

A 
Reckoning 
of Vultures
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In the 
distant 
Republic 
of 
Matrixia…

A Reckoning of Vultures is set in the capital of the fictional Republic of 
Matrixia. 
There, in the ornate Presidential Palace, surrounded by his most loyal 
Presidential Guards, the President-for-Life is on his death-bed—and 
various power-hungry factions are jostling to take power themselves. 
Once the President passes, competition between these would-be 
successors will escalate to open conflict, until the Central Committee of 
the Ruling Party can meet and agree on a new leader…

the factions

The Central Security and Intelligence Directorate
(CSID) are Matrixia’s shadowy—and much-feared—
secret police, responsible for maintaining a close watch 
on both dissidents and potential rival power centres 
within the regime. Although lacking large numbers of 
armed personnel, covert CSID operatives are well-
placed to blackmail, influence, sabotage, subvert, or 
spy. 
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the factions

The Matrixian Armed Forces can call upon large 
numbers of military personnel located in three major 
military bases around the capital. Inter-service rivalries 
and the influence of other factions may mean, however, 
that not all MAF units are loyal or obey orders. 

the factions

The Ministry of the Interior has authority over police 
and emergency services personnel in the capital. 
Although MoI units are well-positioned across the city, 
most are inferior in combat capability to those of the 
regular military.
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the factions

Much of what happens in Matrixia is manipulated 
by a group of rich and powerful Oligarchs, who 
both control much of the business sector and have 
deep ties to the country’s major criminal 
syndicates. Although they have only a few private 
security guards and mercenaries to safeguard their 
position, they have considerable wealth that can 
be used further their political ambitions. 

the factions

The National Union of Toilers represents the 
downtrodden workers of the country. NUT hopes 
to mobilize the masses and advance their political 
agenda through strikes, demonstrations, and 
direct action. If they can arm some of their 
followers and form a workers’ militia, they could 
become very powerful indeed. 
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game sequence
1. As Vultures Circle (matrix game)

u the President-for-Life is dying

u no open warfare

u plot, prepare, subvert

u when the marker track reaches 0, the President dies

2. By Beak and Talon (matrix game)
u the President-for-Life is dead!

u anything goes

u control of strategic locations will influence final phase

u when the the marker track reaches 10, the Central Committee of the Ruling Party 
meets

3. The Buzzards’ Feast (voting game)
u the Central Committee decides on a new President

u money and control of strategic locations matter

set up

u Place the assets listed under “deployment” on your briefing 
sheet on the map in the following order:

1. Matrixia Armed Forces (MAF)

u Special rule: MAF commander must declare whether they hold rank in the 
Army, Navy, or Air Force. 

2. Ministry of the Interior (MoI)

3. Oligarchs 
4. National Union of Toilers (NUT)

5. Central Security and Intelligence Directorate (CSID)
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As Vultures Circle

1. Central Security and Intelligence Directorate (CSID)
u roll for health of President at start of each CSID turn

2. Matrixia Armed Forces(MAF)

3. Ministry of the Interior (MoI)

4. Oligarchs

5. National Union of Toilers (NUT)

REMEMBER: No fighting!

By Beak and Talon

1. Central Security and Intelligence Directorate (CSID)
u roll for meeting of Central Committee at start of each 

CSID turn (after first)

2. Matrixia Armed Forces(MAF)

3. Ministry of the Interior (MoI)

4. Oligarchs

5. National Union of Toilers (NUT)

Anything goes!
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The Buzzards’ Feast

1. Determine the votes each player receives from the 
control of strategic locations.

2. Each player secretly rolls 2d6.

u May reroll one die for Parliament, Party HQ.

u May temporarily “sell” die, sight unseen, for cash. 

3. Total and reveal the votes (locations+dice). If one 
player has majority, they are declared winner. If not, 
the lowest-scoring player is eliminated, and return to 
Step 2.
u At end of game, player with most cash places second. 

Those without escape route are imprisoned, or worse…

common issues

u ACTIONs that aren’t actions
u talking too much
u doing too much/magical conjuring
u representing time
u goals and victory conditions
u social engineering
u problem participants

u “it’s too simple”
u endless arguing

u influential seniors
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Mouat 2016

Advanced matrix gaming

u larger or distributed groups

u hybrid games
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ISIS CRISIS for 30+

Ø individual members within some 
teams had personal objections

Ø some team members had vetoes 
over some sorts of actions, or other 
special capabilities

Ø teams had differing rules for reaching 
a collective decision

Ø restriction on who could meet whom

Ø map projected into large screen

u Consider your purpose.
u Is a matrix game suitable?

u Think about your players.
u knowledge, seniority, expectations

u Decide on the actors.
u 4-6 optimal

u opposing views, rich interrelationship

u Consider how physical components will affect gameplay.
u Briefings should inform and encourage appropriate perspective.

u Consider everything else:
u venue, time, breaks, material to improvise with

u Keep it simple…

Matrix game design
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CARDINAL RULE OF MATRIX GAME DESIGN:

Modifications should not place an undue or disproportionate burden on game flow.

Not to be forgotten…

Game lab

u Thursday

u participants will be organized into three groups

u think of an issue that might be gamed (see sheets)

u Friday

u each group will agree on a game design challenge 
(15 minutes)

u you then have one hour to decide, as a group, how 
you would approach that gaming challenge

u after lunch, each group will present their approach 
for discussion
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Optional evening 
gaming

u 16h00-

u The Loft, 14 Waller Street

u “choose your own adventure” type 
games/simulations

u free online software

u commercial software packages

u Syrian Journey (BBC)

u https://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-
32057601

u the challenge of not too obvious/not too 
opaque choices

u more sophisticated packages allow variables, 
counters, flags, full-motion video, etc.

Interactive narrative games

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-32057601
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Advanced gaming techniques

u narrative engagement matters

u framing matters

u culture might/might not matter

u intrinsic vs extrinsic motivations

u player behavior cannot be fully predicted 
from rules and pay-offs

u diversity matters

u the challenge of semi-cooperative games

Advanced gaming techniques

u the stochastic paradox

u dice vs cards vs software

u non-linear dynamics

u complex adaptive systems

u cascading systems

u semi-cooperative games

u the dangers of fun
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u grumblers

u gamification envangelists

u “gamer mode”

u cheaters

u unhelpful seniors

u analytical blinkers/cognitive bias

Gaming pathologies

u PAXsims
u http://www.PAXsims.org

u Connections US
u https://connections-wargaming.com

u Connections UK
u http://www.professionalwargaming.co.uk

u BoardGame Geek
u https://boardgamegeek.com

u UK Defence Wargaming Handbook
u https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/defence-wargaming-handbook

u US Naval War College, Wargaming
u https://usnwc.edu/Research-and-Wargaming/Wargaming

u Active Learning in Political Science
u https://activelearningps.com

Digital resources

http://www.paxsims.org/
https://connections-wargaming.com/
http://www.professionalwargaming.co.uk/
https://boardgamegeek.com/
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/defence-wargaming-handbook
https://usnwc.edu/Research-and-Wargaming/Wargaming
https://activelearningps.com/
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u game art/materials affect player experience

u legibility

u playability

u narrative engagement

Materials and graphics

A Meeting at Midnight
A Meeting at Midnight

A Meeting at Midnight
A Meeting at Midnight

Policy Process US policy 
position

Political advisors/actors

Bureaucratic advisors/actors
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Game lab

u Thursday

u participants will be organized into three groups

u think of an issue that might be gamed (see sheets)

u Friday

u each group will agree on a game design challenge 
(15 minutes)

u you then have one hour to decide, as a group, how 
you would approach that gaming challenge

u after lunch, each group will present their approach 
for discussion
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Gaming Q&A
Roundtable Discussion
SERIOUS GAMES FOR POLICY ANALYSIS AND CAPACITY-BUILDING

• Games are imperfect models of the real world, however:
• They encourage to think about cause and effect.
• They present us with key challenges in a way that regular deliberation does not:
• coordination and coalition-building.
• agile and adaptive adversaries.

• Allow us to explore second and third order effects (cheaply and without getting 
anyone hurt).

• Crowd-source and refine ideas through player interaction.
• Generate new questions.
• Enhance predictive insight.
• Promote networking and interaction.

A Reminder
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What you learned…

u Understanding of how serious games can be used for capacity-
building (knowledge transfer, team-building, communications, 
procedures, coordination).

u Understanding of how serious games can be used for policy analysis 
(including contingency planning, forecasting, stakeholder 
assessment, identification of key variables, policy innovation).

u Familiarity and basic skills in seminar game design and facilitation.

u Familiarity and basic skills in matrix game design and facilitation.

u Familiarity with other gaming techniques.

u Understanding of best practices in serious game design, facilitation, 
and follow-up.

Keep in touch!

u Rex Brynen, Department of Political Science, McGill University

u rex.brynen@mcgill.ca

u PAXsims
u http://www.PAXsims.org

u CONNECTIONS NORTH (war)gaming conference (16 February)
u https://paxsims.wordpress.com/2018/11/13/connections-north-2019/

u CONNECTIONS NORTH email list 

u https://paxsims.wordpress.com/connections-north/

u …and, on a less serious note, APOCALYPSE NORTH (17 February)

u https://paxsims.wordpress.com/2018/11/13/mcgill-megagame-2019-apocalypse-north/

mailto:rex.brynen@mcgill.ca
http://www.paxsims.org/
https://paxsims.wordpress.com/2018/11/13/connections-north-2019/
https://paxsims.wordpress.com/connections-north/
https://paxsims.wordpress.com/2018/11/13/mcgill-megagame-2019-apocalypse-north/

